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To get there, start here.
START: Listen actively and empathetically; understand 
diverse perspectives on their own terms; engage in 
equitable dialogue and deliberation; identify common 
ground

FINISH: Contribute to ongoing conversations; develop 
informed and ethical responses to questions at issue; 
compose arguments that attend to the cares and 
concerns of others



Bridge to Collaboration

• Dialogue
• Empathy
• Cooperative Argumentation



Guided Writing

• Start by listing five colleagues you respect and 
enjoy working with.

• Choose ONE of these to focus on for the 
guided writing activity.



Guided Writing

• What do you admire about this person? 
• What do you share in common?



Guided Writing

• What do you admire about this person? 
• What do you share in common?



Guided Writing

• Do you get nervous or anxious if you need to 
tell this person something? Why or why not?

• Why does this relationship work?



Guided Writing
• What is your communication style with this 

person?
• What can you draw from this relationship that 

you can use to communicate with others?



Table Conversation
Now think of someone in your life that you’ve had 

trouble talking to or working with (no names, please).

• What made it difficult for you to understand each 

other?

• What can you do in a challenging relationship to 

make communication better?



From Rhetorical Listening

“Why is it so hard to listen to one another? Why is it so 
hard to identify with one another when we feel 
excluded? Why is it so hard to focus simultaneously on 
commonalities and differences? Why is it so hard to 
resist a guilt/blame logic when listening? And how do 
power differentials of particular standpoints and cultural 
logics influence our ability to listen?” (Ratcliffe 3).



Guiding Principles

• Understand before you argue.

• Argue to help, not to win.



Dialogue & Empathy:
The Means and Measure of Understanding



Part 1: Dialogue



• Equality and the absence of 
coercive influences

• Listening with empathy 

• Bringing assumptions into the open 
(Yankelvich 15)

Key Traits of Dialogue



 Dialogue is “a process of 
successful relationship 

building” and “a practical 
everyday tool” (Yankelovich 

15) 



Non-Examples



Finger Pointing and Name Calling

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q45PNEEob1QyaWpswhTyjYikTZx6XUkx/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q45PNEEob1QyaWpswhTyjYikTZx6XUkx/view


Table Conversation

How did it make you feel to watch this kind 
of exchange?





“How writing is conceptualized has 
consequences” (NCTE 2022)

Fletcher 2022



Communicating Across Differences



Bridging the Gap



From Debate to Dialogue



Cultivating Dialogue

“Each idea can inspire another, can inform, can be 
the reason no two classroom conversations are 
exactly the same. As such, ideas should not just be 
shared, but built on” (Kay 20).



Communication Norms
• Practice empathic listening (ideas & feelings)

• Allow others to completely finish talking

• Wait to see if others want to respond before jumping 
in

• Remember that everyone wants to be heard

• Consider how others are affected by the problem 
and the solution 



“…we must design 
structures that require 

students to engage each 
other’s ideas and listen 

actively” 
(Kay 20).



Planning Tool for 
Socratic Seminar

• What’s the need or problem? (Exigence)

• What do you want to know about it? (Questions)

• What have others already done to address this need 
or problem? (Sources)

• What do the people involved care about? (Pathos)







Part 2: Empathy



Empathy
The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines 
empathy as “the ability to understand and 
appreciate another person’s feelings, 
experience, etc.”

What are the different features, functions, and 
effects of empathy? 

Please talk with a colleague.





“The capacity to 
sympathize or to identify 
with the experiences of 

others” is a “most precious 
human attribute” 
(Rosenblatt 37).





Connecting Empathy to 
Rhetorical Thinking

• Who is the writer/speaker in this situation?

• Who am I in this situation?



 “Rhetors need to consider 
who they are in a particular 
situation and be aware that 
their identity may vary from 
situation to situation” 
(Grant-Davie 269). 



Perspective Taking +

://topdocumentaryfilms.com/overview/



Overview, 
2012 Documentary Film



Who is the “we” in the film? What do the people being 
interviewed have in common? Whose perspectives were 
centered? Why were they centered? To what extent did 
this impact your viewing experience?



Who might not see this story as relevant to their 
lives? Who might shut down while watching the film? 
At what point might this happen?



“Bringing emotional 
intelligence to the telling 
of stories heightens our 

awareness and 
perception” (hooks 52).



Flipping the Screen  



“The subject position really is everything”

–Jacqueline Jones Royster 



“The Right Men 
at the Right Time”



What do you notice? What do you wonder? 
(#DisruptTexts)

See Ebarvia, German, Torres, Parker





Negotiating Multiple 
Perspectives



Citation Yearbook
Directions: Create a list of yearbook superlatives for the sources listed in 
your Works Cited. The purpose of this activity is to more fully imagine the 
personalities and distinguishing traits of the people you’re engaging in a 
written conversation.

• Most Unique

• Best Attitude

• Best Humor

• Most Outspoken

• Best Style

• Most Likely to Win a Nobel Prize



• Most Likely to Achieve World Peace: White, 
Ajita. “Health Benefits of Eating Local Produce.” Down 
to Earth Organic and Natural, 9 Mar. 2018.

• Best Attitude: Union of Concerned Scientists. 
“Cars, Trucks, and Air Pollution.” 5 Dec. 2014.

• Healthiest: Carlson, Kristine. “The Benefits of Eating 
Locally Grown Foods.” UW News. 29 Apr. 2015.

• Most Likely to Live Longer: Blythman, Joanna. 
“Inside the Food Industry: the Surprising Truth about 
What You Eat.” The Guardian, Guardian News and 
Media. 21 Feb. 2015.



Seeing Sources as People



Getting to Know Your Sources

• Why are you citing this source? 

• Who wrote this source? What does the reader need 
to know about the writer(s)?

• What does it contribute to the conversation?



“Talking across difference 
will demand rhetorical 

empathy, an attempt not 
only to listen and 

understand others but to 
present our views in 
words that speak to 
them” (Flower 36). 



Part 3: Cooperative 
Argumentation



Deliberative Framing & 
Belief Systems

• Stakeholders
• Beliefs Related to Community and Communication
• Overarching Lenses within and across Belief Systems 

(adapted from Makau & Marty)



Engaging Stakeholders



Synthesizing Multiple Perspectives & 
Finding Common Ground









Analyzing Characters through their 
Communication Choices:

Lord of the Flies





Student Conclusions
• Ralph and Jack: “insults others and calls names”; 

“paraphrases and summarizes others”

• Jack: “dominates conversations and threatens to harm 
others”

• Simon: “perceptive and sensitive but doesn’t act as a 
leader”; “doesn’t work to build consensus”; “doesn’t appeal 
to own authority”; “expresses empathy”; “only one who sees 
the big picture”; “withdraws”

• No one checks for understanding or promotes equity of 
participation



Making Connections 
Across Contexts







jfletcher@csumb.edu
@JenJFletcher

mailto:jfletcher@csumb.edu


Q&A
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